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Brief Report
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to explore and document the diagnostic utility of digital
stereo mammography for the detection of localized breast cancer in women. In it we character
ized the ability of experienced mammographers, general radiologists, and non-radiologists to
detect three types of tumor masses embedded within a heterogeneous background of normal tis
sue elements in numerically simulated digital mammograms. The simulated mammograms were
displayed to the subjects on a high resolution video display, both in stereo mode and in mono
mode. Half of the mammograms contained a single tumor, ranging from 0.3 to 0.8 cm in maxi
mal diameter. Each reader rated 120 images (60 in stereo and 60 in mono) as to the probability
of abnormality on scale of 1-5. Observer responses were evaluated using receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis to characterize any difference in diagnostic performance between
the two viewing modes. The synthesized mammograms and the digital display were highly rated
by the participant radiologists as promising tools for future research. The results of ROC
analysis, however, indicated no significant difference in tumor detection when the same readers
utilized the stereo mode versus the mono mode (Az mono = 0.833 versus, Az stereo = 0.826).
The results were similar for readers of all 3 experience levels--mammographers, general radiolo
gists, and non-radiologists.

Introduction
The major role for mammography is the early detection of breast cancer in asymptomatic
women. Breast cancer is now projected to affect one woman in nine,1 accounting for 32% of
incident cancers.1 Prior to metastatic spread, breast cancer is a regional disease which can often
be cured by surgery or radiation. After metastatic spread, however, it becomes a generalized
disease that is resistant to aggressive regimens of chemotherapy. The probability of metastasis is
directly related to the size of the primary lesion. 2 Hence, a highly effective means to diminish
breast cancer m01tality is earlier diagnosis. 3
Stereo perception, or stereopsis, refers to the impression of visual depth created by binocu-

